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The Art of the Drink 

Franklin Jones, Bar Manager & Mixologist Extraordinaire 
 
Crafter of Cocktails Franklin M. Jones is a native Washingtonian, born in South East, and a graduate 
of the prestigious Duke Ellington School of the Arts. His unlikely road to mixology began at The U.S. 
Department of State. Having attended the Corcoran College of Art and Design as a photojournalism 
major [which seemed to offer more practical career options than “Starving Artist,”] he landed a job 
as Assistant Photographer to the Secretary of State. After a few years of government photography, 
however, he realized he’d strayed far from the fine arts photography he’d loved as a student. Daily 
lunch breaks at the bar at Kinkead’s gave him ample opportunity to observe the lifestyle of happy 
bartender. So, he packed up his desk and started bartending school. 
 
In the summer of 2004, Jones began work as a barback at Poste Brasserie in Hotel Monaco D.C. 
There, he met Gina Chersevani, who was on her way to becoming a national leader in the field of 
mixology, and Chef Robert Weland, who maintained a large organic kitchen garden, and he began 
to understand the concept of transforming food into drink. In 2008, he followed his mixology mentor 
to Ps7’s, where Chef/Proprietor Peter Smith impressed upon him a more profound understanding of 
flavor pairing. “Gina trained me, and Chef Peter brought discipline to the way I thought about 
flavors,” says Jones. “The level of craftmanship was so exciting – and still is: it was then that 
Mixology, the craft of building with flavors, became an extension of art, for me. It’s a multi-
dimensional process that’s not unlike creating sculpture.” 
 
Jones joined the team at The Gibson in 2010 under the tutelage of John Harris. At the acclaimed 
speakeasy-inspired cocktail bar, his creativity soared. One weekly program he hosted built cocktails 
around song titles and life experiences. Another, in collaboration with fellow mixologist Duane 
Sylvester, was a popular “no menu” experience, in which the duo gathered random fresh produce 
and spices and created purely off-the-cuff cocktails for the evening’s patrons. Jones’ signature 
style—menu or no menu – derives from this highly creative approach, analyzing a guest’s taste to 
customize a cocktail to his or her individual preference. In 2011, Jones became General Manager of 
the Gibson, which earned a RAMMY nomination for best cocktail program of the year in 2014. 
 
At the Occidental, Jones’s drinks continue to be unique in taste, witty, and approachable. He 
balances his artisanal speakeasy style with exceptionally crafted straightforward classics that many 
patrons of the landmark restaurant crave. While he sends plenty of traditional cocktails – and lots of 
straight whiskey –downstairs to the dining room, the newly created 48-seat bar-and-lounge that is 
his particular domain attracts a more diverse, somewhat younger crowd, one that tends to 
appreciate adventure in a glass.  
 
On the Handcrafted Cocktail menu, which changes seasonally [“and whenever I feel like it,” 
according to Jones], nods to new trends like the 1475 Frosé share space with new versions of 
unassailable classics. The Senators, which Jones claims is “a perfect sweet-and-dry Manhattan,” 
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contains Jefferson Bourbon, Dolin Blanc Vermouth, Carpano Antica, Campari, and Benedictine, the 
last imparting a surprising honeyed herbal note. I  Only Had a F.E.W. Rickeys pays tribute to a 
time-honored cocktail that was invented just down the street by Colonel Joe Rickey, a larger-than-
life Washington character; Jones’ innovation of including Coriander, Turmeric, and White 
Pepper give the gin and lime earthy undertones and an unexpected spice kick. The Elephant in 
the Room, with Absolut Elyx, Peach Liqueur, Lemon Juice, and St. Elizabeth’s Allspice Dram is now 
a popular favorite; its name comes from what Jones sees as his role as a social observer. This close 
to the White House, he’s politically diplomatic, but takes his fun where he can get it… 
 
In working with guests to help them tease out and refine their flavor preferences, Jones has begun 
offering flights of spirits in one-ounce pours; they’re priced as reasonably as possible, to encourage 
greater understanding of their differences. The one he calls “One Way Trip to Poland” features 
three Belevdere vodkas, from two distinct terroirs – demonstrating that wines don’t have a 
monopoly on such subtleties.  
 
As a mixologist within a fine restaurant like the Occidental, Jones is in his creative element, 
surrounded by fellow artists thinking about flavors. He likes the idea of a drink not standing alone 
but being enjoyed with food. “There’s no liquor that doesn’t come from some kind of food,” he 
notes, “so although one half of the equation is liquid, pairing spirits with food is just a variation on 
the art of creating a good dish.”  
 
Jones’ vision is to make the bar at the Occidental a real cocktail destination, and he maintains only a 
few simple rules:  there’s no product behind his bar that he wouldn’t drink, himself.  
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